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Intertwining operators
of double affine Hecke algebras
By Ivan Cherednik*
Continuing [C3,C4], we study the intertwining operators of double affine
Hecke algebras H. They appeared in several papers (especially in [C2,C4,C6]).
However for the first time here we apply them systematically to create the non-
symmetric [M3,C4] and symmetric [M2] Macdonald polynomials for arbitrary
root systems and to start the theory of induced and co-spherical H-modules.
The importance of this technique was clearly demonstrated in recent pa-
pers by F. Knop and S. Sahi [Kn],[KS],[S]. Using the intertwiners of the double
affine Hecke algebras in the case of GL (dual to those considered in [C1,C2])
they proved the q, t-integrality conjecture by I. Macdonald [M1] and managed
to establish the positivity of the coefficients of the Macdonald polynomials
in the differential case. As to the integrality, we mention another approach
based on the so-called Vinet operators (see [LV] and a recent work by Kirillov,
Noumi), and the results by Garsia, Remmel, and Tesler.
We do not try in this paper to get the best possible estimates for the
denominators of the Macdonald polynomials (generally speaking, the problem
looks more complicated than in the stable GL-case). However even rather
straightforward analysis of the intertwiners gives a lot. For instance, it is
enough to ensure the existence of the restricted Macdonald polynomials at
roots of unity from [C3,C4], where we used less convenient methods based
directly on the definition or on the recurrence relations.
The technique of intertwiners combined with the (projective) action of
GL(2,Z) from [C3] gives another proof of the norm and the evaluation formulas
(see [C4]). Here the H-embedding of the space of nonsymmetric polynomials
into the space of functions on the affine Weyl group W˜ ([C4], Proposition 5.2)
plays a key role. The latter representation when restricted to the affine Hecke
subalgebra turns into the classical one from [IM] as t is a power of p and q → 0
(W˜ is identified with the set of double cosets of the corresponding p-adic group
with respect to the Iwahori subroup).
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Another important application is a calculation of the Fourier transforms
of the Macdonald polynomials in the sense of [C3,C4]. For instance, it gives
a canonical identification of the polynomial representation of the affine Hecke
algebra with the representation in functions on the weight lattice (which col-
lapses in the p-adic limit).
We introduce a proper discretization of the µ-function (the truncated
theta-function making Macdonald’s polynomials pairwise orthogonal) and the
corresponding discrete inner product on Funct(W˜ ). It readily gives the pro-
portionality of the norms of the Macdonald polynomials [M2,C2,M3,C4] and
those defined for the Jackson integral taken instead of the constant term in the
inner product. The coefficient of proportionality is described by the Aomoto
conjecture (see [A,Ito]) recently proved by Macdonald (to calculate it one can
also follow [C2], replacing the shift operators by their discretizations).
We note that the Macdonald polynomials considered as functions on W˜
are square integrable for finitely many weights only. Here |q| 6= 1 and the
real part ℜ(k) for t = qk is to be negative (otherwise we have none). The
program is to describe all integrable and non-integrable eigenfunctions of the
discrete Dunkl operators in this representation and to study the corresponding
Fourier transform. In contrast to the classical p-adic harmonic analysis (see
e.g. [HO]) the Plancherel measure coincides with the discretization of µ (the
Fourier transform is self-dual).
More generally, we consider the action of the double affine Hecke algebra
in the same space Funct(W˜ ) depending on an arbitrary given weight. Its sub-
module generated by the delta-functions is induced (from a character of the
standard polynomial subalgebra) and co-spherical. Mainly following [C5], we
find out when arbitrary induced representations (in the same sense) are irre-
ducible and co-spherical using the technique of intertwiners. The answer is
a natural ”affinization” of the well-known statements in the p-adic case (see
e.g. [KL], [C5]). The classification of co-spherical representations is impor-
tant for the harmonic analysis and plays the key role in the theory of affine
Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov equations (see [C6,C7,C8]). We also induce up irre-
ducible representations of affine Hecke subalgebras ([C6] is devoted to appli-
cations of such representations). If q is sufficiently general the H -modules we
get are irreducible, so one can use the classification of [KL].
Thus in this paper we begin a systematic study of the representations
of double affine Hecke algebras and related harmonic analysis. The polyno-
mial representation considered in the series of papers [C2-4] devoted to the
Macdonald conjectures is remarkable, but still just an example.
The paper was started during my stay at RIMS (Kyoto University), con-
tinued at CRM in Montreal, and completed at the University of Nijmegen. I
am grateful to T. Miwa, L. Vinet, G. Heckman and my colleagues at these
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institutes for the kind invitations and the hospitality. The author thanks E.
Frenkel, G. Heckman, D. Kazhdan, I. Macdonald, and E. Opdam for useful
discussions.
1. Affine Weyl groups
Let R = {α} ⊂ Rn be a root system of type A,B, ..., F,G with respect to
a euclidean form (z, z′) on Rn ∋ z, z′, normalized by the standard condition
that (α,α) = 2 for long α. Let us fix the set R+ of positive roots (R− =
−R+), the corresponding simple roots α1, ..., αn, and their dual counterparts
a1, ..., an, ai = α
∨
i , where α
∨ = 2α/(α,α). The dual fundamental weights
b1, ..., bn are determined from the relations (bi, αj) = δ
j
i for the Kronecker
delta. We will also use the dual root system R∨ = {α∨, α ∈ R}, R∨+, and the
lattices
A = ⊕ni=1Zai ⊂ B = ⊕
n
i=1Zbi,
A±, B± for Z± = {m ∈ Z,±m ≥ 0} instead of Z. (In the standard notations,
A = Q∨, B = P∨ - see [B].) Later on,
να = να∨ = (α,α), νi = ναi , νR = {να, α ∈ R} ⊂ {2, 1, 2/3}.
(1.1) ρν = (1/2)
∑
να=ν
α = (ν/2)
∑
νi=ν
bi, for α ∈ R+.
The vectors α˜ = [α, k] ∈ Rn×R ⊂ Rn+1 for α ∈ R, k ∈ Z form the affine
root system Ra ⊃ R ( z ∈ Rn are identified with [z, 0]). We add α0
def
= [−θ, 1]
to the simple roots for the maximal root θ ∈ R. The corresponding set Ra+ of
positive roots coincides with R+ ∪ {[α, k], α ∈ R, k > 0}.
We denote the Dynkin diagram and its affine completion with {αj , 0 ≤
j ≤ n} as the vertices by Γ and Γa (mij = 2, 3, 4, 6 if αi and αj are joined
by 0,1,2,3 laces respectively). The set of the indices of the images of α0 by
all the automorphisms of Γa will be denoted by O (O = {0} for E8, F4, G2).
Let O∗ = r ∈ O, r 6= 0. The elements br for r ∈ O
∗ are the so-called minuscule
weights ((br, α) ≤ 1 for α ∈ R+).
Given α˜ = [α, k] ∈ Ra, b ∈ B, let
sα˜(z˜) = z˜ − (z, α
∨)α˜, b′(z˜) = [z, ζ − (z, b)](1.2)
for z˜ = [z, ζ] ∈ Rn+1.
The affine Weyl group W a is generated by all sα˜ (simple reflections sj =
sαj for 0 ≤ j ≤ n are enough). It is the semi-direct product W⋉A, where
the non-affine Weyl group W is the span of sα, α ∈ R+. Here and futher we
identify b ∈ B with the corresponding translations. For instance,
a = sαs[α,1] = s[−α,1]sα for a = α
∨, α ∈ R.(1.3)
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The extended Weyl group W b generated by W and B is isomorphic to
W⋉B:
(wb)([z, ζ]) = [w(z), ζ − (z, b)] for w ∈W, b ∈ B.(1.4)
Given b+ ∈ B+, let
ωb+ = w0w
+
0 ∈W, pib+ = b+(ωb+)
−1 ∈ W b, ωi = ωbi , pii = pibi ,(1.5)
where w0 (respectively, w
+
0 ) is the longest element in W (respectively, in Wb+
generated by si preserving b+) relative to the set of generators {si} for i > 0.
The elements pir
def
= pibr , r ∈ O leave Γ
a invariant and form a group denoted
by Π, which is isomorphic to B/A by the natural projection {br → pir}. As
to {ωr}, they preserve the set {−θ, αi, i > 0}. The relations pir(α0) = αr =
(ωr)
−1(−θ) distinguish the indices r ∈ O∗. Moreover (see e.g. [C2]):
W b = Π⋉W a, where pirsipi
−1
r = sj if pir(αi) = αj, 0 ≤ j ≤ n.(1.6)
Given ν ∈ νR, r ∈ O
∗, w˜ ∈ W a, and a reduced decomposition w˜ =
sjl...sj2sj1 with respect to {sj , 0 ≤ j ≤ n}, we call l = l(wˆ) the length of
wˆ = pirw˜ ∈W
b. Setting
(1.7)
λ(wˆ) ={α˜1 = αj1 , α˜
2 = sj1(αj2), α˜
3 = sj1sj2(αj3), . . .
. . . , α˜l = w˜−1sjl(αjl)},
one can represent
(1.8)
l = |λ(wˆ)| =
∑
ν
lν , for lν = lν(wˆ) = |λν(wˆ)|,
λν(wˆ) = {α˜
m, ν(α˜m) = ν(α˜jm) = ν}, 1 ≤ m ≤ l,
where | | denotes the number of elements, ν([α, k])
def
= να.
Let us introduce the following affine action of W b on z ∈ Rn:
(1.9)
(wb)〈z〉 = w(b + z), w ∈W, b ∈ B,
sα˜〈z〉 = z − ((z, α) + k)α
∨, α˜ = [α, k] ∈ Ra,
and the pairing ([z, ζ], z′+ d)
def
= (z, z′)+ ζ, where we treat d formally (see e.g.
[K]). The connection with (1.2,1.3) is as follows:
(1.10) (wˆ([z, ζ]), wˆ〈z′〉+ d) = ([z, ζ], z′ + d) for wˆ ∈W b.
Using the affine Weyl chamber
Ca =
n⋂
j=0
Lαj , Lα˜ = {z ∈ R
n, (z, α) + k > 0},
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(1.11)
λν(wˆ) = {α˜ ∈ R
a
+, 〈C
a〉 6⊂ wˆ〈Lα˜〉, ν(α˜) = ν}
= {α˜ ∈ Ra+, lν(wˆsα˜) < lν(wˆ)}.
It coincides with (1.8) due to the relations
(1.12)
λν(wˆuˆ) = λν(uˆ) ∪ uˆ
−1(λν(wˆ)), λν(wˆ
−1) = −wˆ(λν(wˆ))
if lν(wˆuˆ) = lν(wˆ) + lν(uˆ).
The following proposition is from [C4].
Proposition 1.1. Given b ∈ B, the decomposition b = pibωb, ωb ∈ W
can be uniquely determined from the following equivalent conditions
i) l(pib) + l(ωb) = l(b) and l(ωb) is the biggest possible,
ii) ωb(b) = b− ∈ B− and l(ωb) is the smallest possible,
iii) pib〈0〉 = b and λ(pib) ∩R = ∅.
We will also use that
λ(b) = {α˜, (b, α) > k ≥ 0 if α ∈ R+,(1.13)
(b, α) ≥ k > 0 if α ∈ R−},
λ(pib) = {α˜, α ∈ R−, (b−, α) > k > 0 if (α, b) < 0,(1.14)
(b−, α) ≥ k > 0 if (α, b) > 0}, and
λ(pi−1b ) = {α˜, −(b, α) > k ≥ 0} for α˜ = [α, k] ∈ R
a
+.(1.15)
Convexity. Let us introduce two orderings on B. Here and further b±
are the unique elements from B± which belong to the orbit W (b). Namely,
b− = ωbpib = ωb(b), b+ = w0(b−) = ω−b(b). So the equality c− = b− (or
c+ = b+) means that b, c belong to the same orbit. Set
b ≤ c, c ≥ b for b, c ∈ B if c− b ∈ A+,(1.16)
b  c, c  b if b− < c− or b− = c− and b ≤ c.(1.17)
We use <,>,≺,≻ respectively if b 6= c. For instance,
c ≻ b+ ⇔ b+ > W (c) > b−, c  b− ⇔ c ∈W (b−) or c ≻ b+.
The following sets
(1.18)
σ(b)
def
= {c ∈ B, c  b}, σ∗(b)
def
= {c ∈ B, c ≻ b},
σ+(b)
def
= {c ∈ B, c− > b−} = σ∗(b+).
are convex. Moreover σ+ is W -invariant. By convex, we mean that if c, d =
c+ rα∨ ∈ σ for α ∈ R+, r ∈ Z+, then
{c, c+ α∨, ..., c + (r − 1)α∨, d} ⊂ σ.(1.19)
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The elements from σ(b) strictly between c and d (i.e. c + qα, 0 < q < r)
belong to σ+(b).
Proposition 1.2. a) Let uˆ = sα˜im ...sα˜i1pib, where ip are from any se-
quence 1 ≤ i1 < i2 < . . . < im ≤ l = l(b) in a reduced decomposition of
wˆ = pi−1b (see (1.7 )). In other words, uˆ is obtained by crossing out any number
of {sj} from a reduced decomposition of pib. Then c
def
= uˆ〈0〉 ∈ σ∗(b). More-
over, c ∈ σ+(b) if and only if at least one of α˜
ip = [α, k] for 1 ≤ p ≤ m has
k > 0.
b) If c, b belong to the same W -orbit then the converse is true. Namely,
setting ωbc
def
= pibpi
−1
c , the following relations are equivalent:
(i) c ≻ b (which means that c > b),
(ii) (α, c) > 0 for all α ∈ λ(ωbc),
(iii) l(pib) = l(ωbc) + l(pic),
It also results from (i) that ωbc is the smallest possible element w ∈ W
such that b = w(c).
Proof. Assertion a) is a variant of Proposition 1.2 from [C4]. For the sake
of completeness we will outline the proof of b). Taking u(c) ≤ b < c, we will
check (ii),(iii) by induction supposing that {u′(c) ≤ b′ < c} ⇒ {(ii),(iii)} for
all b′, u′ such that l(u′) < l(u), which is obvious when l(u′) = 0.
Setting β = u(α) for α ∈ λ(u), u(sα(c)) = u(c) − (α, c)β
∨ and β ∈ R−
(see the definition of λ(α)). One can assume that (α, c) > 0 for all such α.
Otherwise usα(c) ≤ u(c) ≤ c and we can argue by induction. Applying (1.12)
and (1.13), we see that l(uc) = l(u)+ l(c). Indeed, the intersection of λ(c) and
c−1(λ(u)) = {[α, (c, α)], α ∈ λ(u)}
is empty. Hence the product upic is reduced (i.e. l(upic) = l(u) + l(pic)) and
λ(upic) = ωcc
−1(λ(u)) ∪ λ(pic) contains no roots from R+. Finally, Proposition
1.1 leads to (iii) (and the uniqueness of u of the minimal possible length). This
reasoning gives the equivalence of (ii) and (iii) as well. Assertion (i) readily
results from (ii).
We will also use (cf. Proposition 5.2, [C4]) the relations pib = pirpic for
b = pir〈c〉 and any c ∈ B, r ∈ O and the equivalence of the following three
conditions:
(αj , c+ d) > 0⇔ αj 6∈ λ(pi
−1
c )⇔ {sjpic = pib, c ≻ b}(1.20)
for 0 ≤ j ≤ n. When j > 0 it is a particular case of Proposition 1.2 b).
Assuming that (α0, c+ d) = 1− (θ, c) > 0,
b = s0〈c〉 = c+ (α0, c+ d)θ > c > c− θ = sθ(b).
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Hence c ∈ σ+(b). If the product s0pic is reducible then we can apply statement
a) to come to a contradiction. Therefore s0pic = pib, since s0 is simple. The
remaining implications are obvious.
2. Intertwining operators
We put m = 2 for D2k and C2k+1, m = 1 for C2k, Bk, otherwise
m = |Π|. Let us set
tα˜ = tν(α˜), tj = tαj , where α˜ ∈ R
a, 0 ≤ j ≤ n,
Xb˜ =
n∏
i=1
Xkii q
k if b˜ = [b, k],(2.1)
for b =
n∑
i=1
kibi ∈ B, k ∈
1
2m
Z.
Here and futher q, {tν , ν ∈ νR}, X1, . . . ,Xn are considered as indepen-
dent variables, Cq,t is the field of rational functions in terms of q
1/2m, {t
1/2
ν },
Cq,t[X] = Cq,t[Xb] means the algebra of polynomials in terms of X
±1
i with the
coefficients from Cq,t.
We will keep the notations:
([a, k], [b, l]) = (a, b), [α, k]∨ = 2[α, k]/(α,α), να∨ = να,
a0 = α0,X0 = Xa0 , and use the involution
O∗ ∋ r → r∗, αr∗
def
= pi−1r (α0).
Check that ωrωr∗ = 1 = pirpir∗ .
Definition 2.1. The double affine Hecke algebra H (see [C1,C2]) is
generated over the field Cq,t by the elements {Tj , 0 ≤ j ≤ n}, pairwise com-
mutative {Xb, b ∈ B} satisfying (2.1 ), and the group Π where the following
relations are imposed:
(o) (Tj − t
1/2
j )(Tj + t
−1/2
j ) = 0, 0 ≤ j ≤ n;
(i) TiTjTi... = TjTiTj ..., mij factors on each side;
(ii) pirTipi
−1
r = Tj if pir(αi) = αj;
(iii) TiXbTi = XbX
−1
ai if (b, αi) = 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ n;
(iv) T0XbT0 = Xs0(b) = XbXθq
−1 if (b, θ) = −1;
(v) TiXb = XbTi if (b, αi) = 0 for 0 ≤ i ≤ n;
(vi) pirXbpi
−1
r = Xpir(b) = Xω−1r (b)q
(br∗ ,b), r ∈ O∗.
Given w˜ ∈W a, r ∈ O, the product
Tpirw˜
def
= pir
l∏
k=1
Tik , where w˜ =
l∏
k=1
sik , l = l(w˜),(2.2)
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does not depend on the choice of the reduced decomposition (because {T}
satisfy the same “braid” relations as {s} do). Moreover,
TvˆTwˆ = Tvˆwˆ whenever l(vˆwˆ) = l(vˆ) + l(wˆ) for vˆ, wˆ ∈W
b.(2.3)
In particular, we arrive at the pairwise commutative elements
Yb =
n∏
i=1
Y kii if b =
n∑
i=1
kibi ∈ B, where Yi
def
= Tbi ,(2.4)
satisfying the relations
(2.5)
T−1i YbT
−1
i = YbY
−1
ai if (b, αi) = 1,
TiYb = YbTi if (b, αi) = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
The following maps can be extended to involutions of H (see [C1,C3]):
ε : Xi → Yi, Yi → Xi, Ti → T
−1
i ,(2.6)
tν → t
−1
ν , q → q
−1,
τ : Xb → Xb, Yr → XrYrq
−(br ,br)/2, Yθ → X
−1
0 T
−2
0 Yθ,(2.7)
Ti → Ti, tν → tν , q → q,
1 ≤ i ≤ n, r ∈ O∗, X0 = qX
−1
θ .
Let us give some explicit formulas:
(2.8)
ε(T0) = XθT
−1
0 Yθ = XθTsθ , ε(pir) = XrTω−1r ,
τ(T0) = X
−1
0 T
−1
0 , τ(pir) = q
−(br ,br)/2Xrpir = q
(br ,br)/2pirX
−1
r∗ ,
pirXr∗pi
−1
r = q
(br ,br)X−1r , Xr∗TωrXr = T
−1
ωr∗
.
Theorem 2.3 from [C3] says that the map
(2.9)
( 0 −1
−1 0
)
→ ε,
( 1 1
0 1
)
→ τ
can be extended to a homomorphism of GL2(Z) up to conjugations by the
central elements from the group generated by T1, . . . , Tn.
The involution η = τ−1ετ corresponding to the matrix
(−1 0
1 1
)
will play
an important role in the paper:
η : Xr → q
(br ,br)/2X−1r Yr = pirXr∗Tωr ,(2.10)
Yr → q
(br ,br)/2X−1r YrXr = pirT
−1
ωr∗
,
Yθ → T
−1
0 T
−1
sθ
, Tj → T
−1
j (0 ≤ j ≤ n),
pir → pir(r ∈ O
∗), tν → t
−1
ν , q → q
−1.
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We note that ε and η commute with the main anti-involution ∗ from [C2]:
(2.11)
X∗i = X
−1
i , Y
∗
i = Y
−1
i , T
∗
i = T
−1
i ,
tν → t
−1
ν , q → q
−1, 0 ≤ i ≤ n, (AB)∗ = B∗A∗.
The X-intertwiners (see e.g. [C2,C5,C6]) are introduced as follows:
Φj = Tj + (t
1/2
j − t
−1/2
j )(Xaj − 1)
−1,
Gj = Φj(φj)
−1, G˜j = (φj)
−1Φj ,(2.12)
φj = t
1/2
j + (t
1/2
j − t
−1/2
j )(Xaj − 1)
−1,
for 0 ≤ j ≤ n. They belong to the extension of H by the field Cq,t(X) of
rational functions in {X}. The elements Gj and G
′
j satisfy the same relations
as {sj, pir} do, {Φj} satisfy the relations for {Tj} (i.e. the homogeneous Coxeter
relations and those with pir). Hence the elements
(2.13) Gwˆ = pirGjl · · ·Gj1 , where wˆ = pirsjl · · · sj1 ∈W
b,
are well-defined and G is a homomorphism of W b. The same holds for G˜. As
to Φ, the decomposition of wˆ should be reduced.
The simplest way to see this is to use the following property of {Φ} which
fixes them uniquely up to left or right multiplications by functions of X:
ΦwˆXb = Xwˆ(b)Φwˆ, wˆ ∈W
b.(2.14)
One first checks (2.14) for sj and pir, then observes that Φ from (2.13) satisfy
(2.14) for any choice of the reduced decomposition, and uses the normalizing
conditions to see that they are uniquely determined from the intertwining
relations (2.14).
We note that Φj, φj are self-adjoint with respect to the anti-involution
(2.11). Hence
Φ∗wˆ = Φwˆ−1 , G
∗
wˆ = G˜wˆ−1 , wˆ ∈W
b.(2.15)
It follows from the quadratic relations for T .
To define the Y -intertwiners we apply the involution ε to Φwˆ and to G, G˜.
The formulas can be easily calculated using (2.8). In the case of GLn one gets
the intertwiners from [Kn]. For w ∈ W , we just need to replace Xb by Y
−1
b
and conjugate q, t (cf. [C4]). However it will be more convenient to consider
η(Φ) instead of ε(Φ) to create the Macdonald polynomials. Both constructions
gives the intertwiners satisfying the ∗-relations from (2.15).
3. Standard representations
It was observed in [C4], Section 5 that there is a natural passage from
the representation of H in polynomials to a representation in functions on
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W b. We will continue this line, beginning with the construction of the basic
representaions of level 0, 1. Setting
xb˜ =
n∏
i=1
xkii q
k if b˜ = [b, k], b =
n∑
i=1
kibi ∈ B, k ∈
1
2m
Z,(3.1)
for independent x1, . . . , xn, we consider {X} as operators acting in Cq,t[x] =
Cq,t[x
±1
1 , . . . , x
±1
n ]:
Xb˜(p(x)) = xb˜p(x), p(x) ∈ Cq,t[x].(3.2)
The elements wˆ ∈W b act in Cq[x] in two ways:
wˆ(xb˜) = xwˆ(b˜), wˆ〈〈xb˜〉〉 = xwˆ〈〈b˜〉〉, where
sα˜〈〈b˜〉〉 = b˜− (α˜, b+ d)α˜
∨, a〈〈b˜〉〉 = a(b˜) + [a,−(a, a)/2](3.3)
for a ∈ B, α˜ ∈ Ra. More generally, we can replace in (3.3) d by ld and [, ]
by l[, ] (the action of level l like for Kac-Moody algebras) but only l = 0, 1
will be used in this paper. The most general action depends on an element of
SL(2,Z).
Thus (3.3) is an extension of the affine action 〈 〉 from (1.9) toRn+1 ∋ [b, k].
The affine action on functions will always mean (3.3). In particular,
pir(xb) = xpir(b) = xω−1r (b)q
(br∗ ,b)
pir〈〈xb〉〉 = xpir(b)xbrq
−(br ,br)/2,(3.4)
where (we remind) αr∗ = pi
−1
r (α0), r ∈ O
∗.
Respectively, the Demazure-Lusztig operators (see [C2])
Tˆj = t
1/2
j sj + (t
1/2
j − t
−1/2
j )(Xaj − 1)
−1(sj − 1), 0 ≤ j ≤ n.(3.5)
act in Cq,t[x] according to the level l = 0, 1.
We note that only Tˆ0 depends on q:
(3.6)
Tˆ0 = t
1/2
0 s0 + (t
1/2
0 − t
−1/2
0 )(qX
−1
θ − 1)
−1(s0 − 1),
where s0(xb) = xbx
−(b,θ)
θ q
(b,θ), s0〈〈xb〉〉 = xb(qx
−1
θ )
(b,θ)−1.
Theorem 3.1. The map Tj → Tˆj , Xb → Xb (see (2.1,3.2 )), pir → pir
(see (3.4 )) gives two H - modules V0 ≃ Cq,t[x] ≃ V1 (for l = 0, 1) over Cq,t.
The action of H ∈ H in V1 coincides with the action of τ(H) in V0. Generally
speaking, one can introduce the module Vg for g ∈ SL(2,Z) acting on H by
the outer automorphism corresponding to g (see (2.9 ) above and Theorem 4.3,
[C3]). These representations are faithful and remain faithful when q, t take
any nonzero values assuming that q is not a root of unity (see [C2]). The
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representation V0 is induced from the character {Tj → tj, pir → 1}. Namely,
the image Hˆ is uniquely determined from the following condition:
(3.7)
Hˆ(f(x)) = g(x) for H ∈ H if Hf(X)− g(X) ∈
n∑
i=0
H (Ti − ti) +
∑
r∈O∗
H (pir − 1).
To make the statement about V1 quite obvious let us introduce the Gauss-
ian γ = Const qΣ
n
i=1
zizαi/2, where formally
xb = q
zb , za+b = za + zb, zi = zbi , (wa)(zb) = zw(b) − (a, b), a, b ∈ R
n.
More exactly, it is a W -invariant solution of the following difference equations:
(3.8)
bj(γ) = Const q
(1/2)Σn
i=1
(zi−(bj ,bi))(zαi−δ
j
i
) =
q−zj+(bj ,bj)/2γ = q(bj ,bj)/2x−1j γ for 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
The Gaussian commutes with Tj for 1 ≤ j ≤ n because it isW -invariant.
A straightforward calculation gives that
(3.9)
γ(X)T0γ(X)
−1 = X−10 T
−1
0 = τ(T0),
γ(X)Yrγ(X)
−1 = q−(br ,br)/2XrYr = τ(Yr), r ∈ O.
Hence the conjugation by γ induces τ . We can put in the following way. There
is a formal H-homomorphism:
(3.10) V0 ∋ v → vˆ
def
= vγ−1 ∈ V1.
One has to complete V0,1 to make this map well-defined (see the discrete rep-
resentations below).
We will later need an extended version of Proposition 3.6 from [C2].
Proposition 3.2. a)The operators {Yi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n} acting in V0 preserve
Σ(b)
def
= ⊕c∈σ(b)Cq,txc and Σ∗(b) (defined for σ∗(b)) for arbitrary b ∈ B.
b)The operators {Tj , 0 ≤ j ≤ n} acting in V0 preserve Σ+(b) = Σ∗(b+):
(3.11)
Tˆj(xb) mod Σ+(b) = t
1/2
j xb if (b, αj) = 0,
= t
1/2
j sj(xb) + (t
1/2
j − t
−1/2
j )xb if (b, αj) < 0,
= t
−1/2
j sj(xb) if (b, αj) > 0.
c) Coming to V1, if (αj , b+ d) > 0 (0 ≤ j ≤ n) then
(3.12) Tˆj〈〈xb〉〉 mod Σ+(sj〈b〉) = t
−1/2
j sj〈〈xb〉〉.
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Otherwise, (αj , b+ d) ≤ 0 and
(3.13)
Tˆj〈〈xb〉〉 ∈ Σ(b) for (αj , b+ d) ≤ 0,
Tˆj〈〈xb〉〉 = t
1/2
j xb if (αj , b+ d) = 0.
Proof. Due to Proposition 3.3 from [C4] it suffices to check c) for j = 0.
The first inequality, the definition of Tˆ0〈〈xb〉〉 =
∑
c∈B ubcxc, and (1.20) readily
give that (for nonzero u) c = b+ rθ (r ∈ Z) and
(3.14) sθ(b
′) = b− θ < b < c ≤ b+ (α0, b+ d)θ = s0〈b〉
def
= b′.
Hence c ∈ σ+(b
′) if c 6= b′. The coefficient ubb′ equals t
−1/2
0 . Let (α0, b+d) ≤ 0.
Then
(3.15) sθ(b) = b− (b, θ)θ < c ≤ b and c ∈ {Σ+(b) ∪ b} ∈ Σ(b)
(cf. Proposition 1.2, a)).
Discretization. We go to the lattice version of the functions and opera-
tors. Let ξ be a ”generic” character of C[x]:
xa(ξ)
def
=
n∏
i=1
ξkii , a =
n∑
i=1
kibi ∈ B,
for independent parameters ξi. The discretizations of functions g(x) in x ∈ C
n
and the operators from the algebra A
def
= ⊕uˆ∈W bCq,t(X)uˆ, are described by
the formulas:
δxa(bw) = xa(q
bw(ξ)) = q(a,b)xw−1(a)(ξ),
(δuˆ(δg))(bw) = δg(uˆ−1bw).(3.16)
For instance, (δXa(
δg))(bw) = xa(bw) g(bw) (we will sometimes omit
δ and
put g(wˆ) instead of δg(wˆ)).
The image of g ∈ Cq,t(x) belongs to the space Fξ
def
= Funct(W b,Cξ) of
Cξ-valued functions on W
b, where Cξ
def
= Cq,t(ξ1, . . . , ξn).
Considering the discretizations of operators Hˆ for H ∈ H we come to the
functional representation of H in Fξ.
Similarly, introducing the group algebra Cξ[W
b] = ⊕wˆ∈W bCξδwˆ for (for-
mal) delta-functions, we can consider the dual anti-action on the indices:
(3.17) δ(g(x)uˆ)(
∑
wˆ∈W b
cwˆδwˆ) =
∑
wˆ∈W b
cwˆg(wˆ)δuˆ−1wˆ, cwˆ ∈ Cξ.
Composing it with the anti-involution of H
(3.18) T ⋄j = Tj(0 ≤ j ≤ n), pi
⋄
r = pi
−1
r (r ∈ O), X
⋄
i = Xi(0 ≤ i ≤ n),
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sending q, t to q, t (and AB to B⋄A⋄), we get the delta-representation ∆ξ of H
in Cξ[W
b]:
(3.19) H → δ(Hˆ
⋄)
def
= δ(H) for H ∈ H.
Explicitly, δpir = pir = δ(pir) , r ∈ O, and for wˆ = bw
δ(Ti(g))(wˆ)) =
t
1/2
i xai(w(ξ))q
(ai ,b) − t
−1/2
i
xai(w(ξ))q
(ai ,b) − 1
g(siwˆ)
−
t
1/2
i − t
−1/2
i
xai(w(ξ))q
(ai ,b) − 1
g(wˆ) for 0 ≤ i ≤ n,(3.20)
δ(Ti)(δwˆ) =
t
1/2
i xai(w(ξ))q
(ai ,b) − t−1/2
xai(w(ξ))q
(ai ,b) − 1
δsiwˆ
−
t
1/2
i − t
−1/2
i
xai(w(ξ))q
(ai ,b) − 1
δwˆ for 0 ≤ i ≤ n.(3.21)
There is a natural Cξ-linear pairing between Fξ and ∆ξ. Given g ∈
Funct(W b,Cξ), wˆ ∈W
b,
{g, δwˆ}
def
= g(wˆ), {H(g), δwˆ} = {g,H
⋄(δwˆ)}, H ∈ H .(3.22)
It also gives a nondegenerate pairing between V0 and ∆ξ. For arbitrary ope-
rators A ∈ A, the relation is as follows: {δA(g), δwˆ} = {g, δA(δwˆ)}.
Let us extend the discretization map and the pairing with ∆ξ to V1. We
use the map from (3.10) for the δ-Gaussian:
(3.23) δγ(bw)
def
= q(b,b)/2xb(w(ξ)),
which satisfies (3.8) and is a discretization of γ for a proper constant (cf. [C4],
(6.20)).
The representations Fξ and ∆ξ can be introduced when q, t, {ξi} are con-
sidered as complex numbers ensuring that xa˜(ξ) 6= 1 for all a˜ ∈ (R
a)∨. Follow-
ing Proposition 5.2 from [C4], let us specialize the definition of ∆ for ξ = t−ρ.
In this case
xa(bw) = xa(q
bt−w(ρ)) = q(a,b)
∏
ν
t−(w(ρν),a)ν .(3.24)
Proposition 3.3. The H-module ∆(−ρ)
def
= ∆t−ρ contains the H -sub-
module ∆#
def
= ⊕b∈BCδpib. This also holds for any q ∈ C
∗ and generic t.
Moreover, ∆# is irreducible if and only if q is not a root of unity.
When q → 0 and t is a power of prime p the action of the algebra Ha
generated by {Tj , 0 ≤ j ≤ n} in ∆(−ρ) coincides with the standard action of
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the p-adic Hecke algebra H(G//I) ∼= Ha on the (linear span of) delta-functions
on I\G/I ∼=W a. Here I is the Iwahori subgroup of the split semisimple p-adic
group G (see [IM]). However ∆# does not remain a submodule in this limit.
Multiplying the delta-functions on the right by the operator of t-symmet-
rization we can get an Ha-submodule isomorphic to ∆# (upon the restriction
to Ha). Its limit readily exists and coincides with the space of delta-functions
on I\G/K for the maximal parahoric subgroup K. However the latter space
can be identified with neither spaces of delta-functions for smaller subsets of
W a (as in Proposition 3.3). It is possible only for the q-deformation under
consideration. Practically, when calculating with right K-invariant functions
in the p-adic case one needs to consider their values on the whole W a (that is
an obvious flaw since much fewer number of points is enough to reconstruct
them uniquely).
4. Orthogonality
The coefficient of x0 = 1 (the constant term) of a polynomilal f ∈ Cq,t[x]
will be denoted by 〈f〉0. Let
(4.1) µ =
∏
a∈R∨
+
∞∏
i=0
(1− xaq
i
a)(1− x
−1
a q
i+1
a )
(1− xataqia)(1− x
−1
a taq
i+1
a )
,
where qa = qν = q
2/ν for ν = νa.
The coefficients of µ0
def
= µ/〈µ〉0 are from C(q, t), where the formula for
the constant term of µ is as follows (see [C2]):
(4.2) 〈µ〉0 =
∏
a∈R∨
+
∞∏
i=1
(1− xa(t
ρ)qia)
2
(1− xa(tρ)taqia)(1− xa(t
ρ)t−1a qia)
.
Here xb(t
±ρqc) = q(b,c)
∏
ν t
±(b,ρν)
ν .
We note that µ∗0 = µ0 with respect to the involution
x∗b = x−b, t
∗ = t−1, q∗ = q−1.
Setting
〈f, g〉0 = 〈µ0f g
∗〉0 = 〈g, f〉
∗
0 for f, g ∈ C(q, t)[x],(4.3)
we introduce the non-symmetric Macdonald polynomials eb(x), b ∈ B−, by
means of the conditions
eb − xb ∈ Σ∗(b), 〈eb, xc〉 = 0 for c ∈ σ∗ = {c ∈ B, c ≻ b}(4.4)
in the setup of Section 1. They can be determined by the Gram - Schmidt
process because the pairing is non-degenerate and form a basis in C(q, t)[x].
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This definition is due to Macdonald [M3] (for tν = q
k, k ∈ Z+) who
extended Opdam’s nonsymmetric polynomials introduced in the degenerate
(differential) case in [O2]. He also established the connection with the Y -
operators. The general case was considered in [C4].
The notations are from Proposition 1.1 and (1.1). We use the involution
x¯a = x
−1
a , q¯ = q, t¯ = t, a ∈ B.
Proposition 4.1. a) For any H ∈ H and the anti-involution ∗ from
(2.11 ), 〈Hˆ(f), g〉0 = 〈f, Hˆ
∗(g)〉0. Here f, g are either from V0 or from V1. All
products of {Xb, Yb, Tj , pir, q, tν} are unitary operators.
b) The polynomials {eb, b ∈ B} are eigenvectors of the operators {Lf
def
=
f(Y1, · · · , Yn), f ∈ C[x]}:
Lf¯ (eb) = f(#b)eb, where #b
def
= pib = bω
−1
b ,(4.5)
xa(#b)
def
= xa(q
bt−ω
−1
b
(ρ)) = q(a,b)
∏
ν
t
−(ω−1
b
(ρν ),a)
ν , w ∈W.(4.6)
Proof. Assertion a) for V0 is from [C2]. Using (3.10) we come to V1 (a
formal proof is equally simple). Since operators {Yb} are unitary relative to
〈 , 〉0 and leave all Σ(a),Σ∗(a) invariant (Proposition 3.2), their eigenvectors
in Cq,t[x] are exactly {e}. See [M3,C4].
The theorem results immediately in the orthogonality of {eb} for pairwise
distinct b. Macdonald also gives the formula for the squares of eb (for tν =
qk, k ∈ Z+) and writes that he deduced it from the corresponding formula in
the W -symmetric case (proved in [C2]). The general case was considered in
[C4] where we used the recurrence relations. A direct simple proof (based on
the intertwiners) will be given below.
The symmetric Macdonald polynomials form a basis in the space Cq,t[x]
W
of all W -invariant polynomials and can be expressed as follows:
(4.7)
pb = P
t
beb = P
1
b eb, b = b+ ∈ B+,
Pt
def
=
∑
c∈W (b)
∏
ν
tlν(wc)/2ν Tˆwc , wc
def
= ω−1c w0, P
1
b = P
t=1
b .
This presentation is from [M3,C4] (from [O2] in the differential case).
Here one can take the complete symmetrizations (with proper coefficients)
since eb is Wb-invariant for the stabilizer Wb of b. Macdonald introduced these
polynomials in [M1,M2] by the conditions
pb −mb ∈ Σ+(b), 〈pb, mc〉0 = 0, b ∈ B+, c ≻ b,(4.8)
for the monomial symmetric functions mb =
∑
c∈W (b) xc. One can also define
{p} as eigenvectors for the (W -invariant) operators Lf , f ∈ Cq,t[x]
W :
Lf (pb) = f(q
botρ)pb, b ∈ B+, b
o = −w0(b),(4.9)
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normalized as above. Applying any elements from HY =< Tj , Yb > to ec (c ∈
W (b+)) we get solutions of (4.9), because symmetric Y -polynomials are central
in HY (due to I. Bernstein). It readily gives the coincidence of (4.7) and (4.9).
Functional representations. The representations Fξ,∆ξ also have in-
variant skew-symmetric forms. Let
µ1(bw) = µ(bw)/µ(1)
def
=(4.10)
∏
a∈R∨
+
∞∏
i=0
(1− xa(bw)q
i
a)(1− x
−1
a (bw)q
i+1
a )(1− xa(1)taq
i
a)(1 − x
−1
a (1)taq
i+1
a )
(1− xa(1)qia)(1− x
−1
a (1)q
i+1
a )(1− xa(bw)taqia)(1 − x
−1
a (bw)taq
i+1
a )
.
Here bw ∈ W b ∋ id = 1, qa = qν = q
2/ν for ν = νa, xa(bw) = xa(q
bw(ξ))
(see (3.16)).
We ignore the convergence problem because µ1(bw) ∈ Cξ (actually it
belongs to Q(qν , tν , ξ
2/νi
i ):
Proposition 4.2. a) Using λ(wˆ) for wˆ = bw ∈W b from (1.11 ),
µ1(wˆ) = µ1(wˆ)
∗ =
∏
[α,j]∈λ(wˆ)
( t−1/2α − qjαt1/2α xa(ξ)
t
1/2
α − q
j
αt
−1/2
α xa(ξ)
)
,(4.11)
where a = α∨, and we extend the conjugation ∗ from Cq,t to Cξ setting ξ
∗
i =
ξ−1i .
b) The following Cξ-valued scalar product is well-defined for f, g from the
H-submodule of finitely supported functions Fξ ⊂ Fξ = Funct(W
b,Cξ):
〈f, g〉1 =
∑
wˆ∈W b
µ1(wˆ)f(wˆ) g(wˆ)
∗ = 〈g, f〉∗1.(4.12)
c) Assertion a) from Proposition 4.1 holds for Fξ and ∆ξ, where the latter
module is endowed with the scalar product
〈f, g〉−1 =
∑
wˆ∈W b
(µ1(wˆ))
−1uwˆv
∗
wˆ, f =
∑
uwˆδwˆ, g =
∑
vwˆδwˆ.(4.13)
Namely, 〈H(f), g〉±1 = 〈f,H
∗(g)〉±1.
Proof. Since xa˜(wˆ) = xa˜′(1) for a˜ = α˜
∨ ∈ (Ra+)
∨, where a˜′
def
= wˆ−1(a˜),
one has for wˆ = bw:
(4.14)
µ1(wˆ) =
∏
α˜∈Ra
+
(1− xa˜(wˆ))(1 − taxa˜(1))
(1− xa˜(1))(1 − taxa˜(wˆ))
=
∏
α˜∈Ra
+
(1− xa˜′(1))(1 − taxa˜(1))
(1− xa˜(1))(1 − taxa˜′(1))
=
∏
α˜∈λ(wˆ)
(1− x−1a˜ (1))(1 − taxa˜(1))
(1− xa˜(1))(1 − tax
−1
a˜ (1))
.
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Here we use that wˆ−1(Ra+) = {−λ(wˆ)} ∪ {R
a
+ \ λ(wˆ)}. The invariance of
µ1(wˆ) ∈ Cξ with respect to the conjugation
∗ is obvious. Other statements are
completely analogous to those for µ0 (and follow from them). The key relation
(4.15) Hˆµ(X) = µ(X)(Hˆ∗)+, H ∈ H ,
readily holds after the discretization. Here by + we mean the anti-involution
wˆ+ = wˆ−1 ∈W b, x+b = x
−1
b , b ∈ B, q, t→ q
−1, t−1.
Its discretization conjugates the values of functions from Fξ and the coefficients
of δwˆ in ∆ξ (fixing δwˆ).
The characteristic functions fwˆ ∈ Fξ(wˆ ∈ W
b) are defined from the rela-
tions fwˆ(uˆ) = δwˆ,uˆ for the Kronecker delta. The action of the operators Xb
on them is the same as for {δwˆ}:
Xb(fwˆ) = xb(wˆ)fwˆ, Xb(δwˆ) = xb(wˆ)δwˆ, b ∈ B, wˆ ∈W
b.
Moreover the map
fwˆ → µ1(wˆ)δwˆ, wˆ ∈W
b,(4.16)
establishes an H-isomorphism between Fξ and ∆ξ, taking 〈 , 〉1 to 〈 , 〉−1. It
readily results from the formulas:
δTi(fwˆ) =
t
1/2
i x
−1
ai (w(ξ))q
−(ai ,b) − t−1/2
x−1ai (w(ξ))q
−(ai ,b) − 1
fsiwˆ
−
t
1/2
i − t
−1/2
i
xai(w(ξ))q
(ai ,b) − 1
fwˆ for 0 ≤ i ≤ n,(4.17)
and the formulas for the action of {pir}.
Let us consider the special case ξ = t−ρ (see (3.24)). Using the pairing
(3.22), we see that the subspace
(4.18) F# = ⊕wˆ 6∈#BCq,tfwˆ ⊂ F (−ρ) = Ft−ρ ,
where #B = {#b = pib ∈ W
b, b ∈ B}, is an H-submodule. It is exactly the
radical of the form 〈 , 〉1, which is well-defined for such ξ. Indeed, any wˆ can
be uniquely represented in the form (see [C2])
wˆ = pibw, where b = wˆ〈b〉, w ∈W, l(wˆ) = l(pib) + l(w).
Hence, {wˆ 6∈ #B} ⇒ {αi ∈ λ(wˆ) for some i > 0} ⇒ {µ1(wˆ) = 0}. On the
other hand,
µ1(#b) =
∏
a∈R∨
+
(t−1/2α − qjαt1/2α xa(tρ)
t
1/2
α − q
j
αt
−1/2
α xa(tρ)
)
,(4.19)
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where the product is over the set λ′(pib) = {[α, j], [−α, j] ∈ λ(pib)}. Explicitly
(see (1.14)),
λ′(pib) = {[α, j], 0 < j < −(α, b−) if (α, b) > 0,
0 < j ≤ −(α, b−) if (α, b) < 0}, b− = ωb(b).(4.20)
Since j > 0 in either case, µ1(#b) 6= 0. The map (4.16) identifies F#
def
=
F (−ρ)/F# with ∆#.
Generally speaking, the problem is to go from Fξ to Fξ, for instance,
to introduce and decompose the module of all square integrable functions.
At least, one can try to figure out which functions form the image of V0 in
F(−ρ)/F# are square integrable. We will touch upon this problem in the
next section.
5. Applying intertwiners
Here we will use the intertwiners as creation operators for the nonsym-
metric polynomials and establish connections with the represenation ∆#. We
assume in this section that ξ = t−ρ and xa(#b) = xa(pib) = xa(q
bt−ω
−1
b
(ρ)).
The notations are from the previous sections. Let us set:
Φbj = Φj(#b) = Tj + (t
1/2
j − t
−1/2
j )(xaj (#b)− 1)
−1,(5.1)
Gbj = (Φjφ
−1
j )(#b) =
Tj + (t
1/2
j − t
−1/2
j )(xaj (#b)− 1)
−1
t
1/2
j + (t
1/2
j − t
−1/2
j )(xaj (#b)− 1)
−1
.(5.2)
Main Theorem 5.1. Given c ∈ B, 0 ≤ j ≤ n such that (αj , c+ d) > 0,
(5.3)
ebq
−(b,b)/2 = t
1/2
j Φ
c
j〈〈ec〉〉q
−(c,c)/2 for b = sj〈c〉,
δˆb = G
c
j(δˆc), fˆb = G˜
c
j(fˆc), G˜
c
j = (φ
−1
j Φj)(#c),
where fˆb is the image of f#b in F# = F (−ρ)/F
#, δˆb = δ#b. This inequality is
equivalent to (αj , b+d) < 0 and to the relation l(pib) = l(pic)+1. If (αj , c+d) =
0 ( ⇔ φj(c) = 0) then
Tj〈〈ec〉〉 = t
1/2
j ec, 0 ≤ j ≤ n,(5.4)
which gives that sj(ec) = ec when j > 0. Also for any b = pir〈c〉, r ∈ O,
q−(b,b)/2eb = q
−(c,c)/2pir〈〈ec〉〉, fˆb = pir(fˆc), δˆb = pir(δˆc).(5.5)
Proof. The element τ−1ετ(Φcj) = η(Φ
c
j) = Φ
c
j sends ec considered as an
element of V1 to a nonzero polynomial proportional to eb. Here we use that
Φj is an X-intertwiner and φj(#c) 6= 0. The latter results from the inequality
(αj , c+ d) > 0 (see (1.20)). The coincidence of η(Φ
c
j) and Φ
c
j is due to (2.10).
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To make this more obvious one can involve γ. Then Φcj〈〈ec〉〉 = γΦ
c
j(ecγ
−1) and
the reasoning gets rather straightforward.
Thus Φcj〈〈ec〉〉 = uebq
{(c,c)−(b,b)}/2. The leading term (up to xb′ , b
′ ∈ σ∗(b))
of the second expression is uxb. We need to find u. Setting ec = xc +∑
a∈σ∗(c)
vcaxa, the elements Φ
c
j〈〈xa〉〉 do not contribute to xb if (αj , a+ d) ≤ 0
(see (3.13)). We pick a minimal element a′ = sj〈a〉 realtive to the partial
ordering ≻ from the set
S′ = sj〈S〉 for S = {a, vca 6= 0, (αj , a+ d) > 0}.
Due to (3.12), Φcj〈〈xa〉〉 = vaxa′ for va 6= 0 modulo Σ+(a
′). If a′ 6= b then
Φcj〈〈xc〉〉 contains xa′ with nonzero coefficient for a
′ 6∈ σ(b) which is impossible.
Hence, S′ ⊂ σ(b) and any elements c 6= a ∈ S go to b 6= a′ ∈ σ(b). It gives that
u = t
−1/2
j .
Similarly, Tj〈〈ec〉〉 = ujec (0 ≤ j ≤ n) if (αj , c + d) = 0, and we can
apply the same argument to see that uj = t
1/2
j . The statements about the
characteristic and delta-functions are checked by simple direct calculations.
We can reformulate the Theorem in the following way. Let us introduce
the renormalized polynomials:
eˆb = (pirG
cl
l . . . G
c1
1 )〈〈1〉〉, where(5.6)
c1 = 0, c2 = si1〈c1〉, . . . , cl = sil〈cl−1〉, for pib = pirsjl . . . sj1 .
They are well-defined, do not depend on the particular choice of the decompo-
sition of pib (not necessarily reduced), and are proportional to eb for all b ∈ B.
The coefficients of proportionality (always nonzero) can be readily calculated
using (5.3):
ebq
−(b,b)/2 =
∏
1≤r≤l
(
t
1/2
jr
φjr(cr)
)
eˆb
=
∏
[α,j]∈λ′(pib)
(1− qjαtαxa(tρ)
1− qjαxa(tρ)
)
eˆb,(5.7)
where λ′(pib) is from (4.20).
Corollary 5.2. a) Let χ : V1 → ∆# be a ∗-linear isomorphism sending∑
ubeˆb →
∑
u∗b δˆb for ub ∈ Cq,t. Then (see (2.10 ))
χ(H〈〈v〉〉) = δ(η(H))(χ(v)) for v ∈ V1,H ∈ H.(5.8)
b) The ∗-linear isomorphism β : V0 → ∆# sending
∑
ubeˆb →
∑
u∗bγ(#b)δˆb, γ(#b) = q
(b,b)/2xb(t
−ω−1
b
(ρ))(5.9)
satisfies the relation:
β(H(v)) = δ(ε(H))(β(v)) for v ∈ V0,H ∈ H.(5.10)
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Proof. This map satisfies (5.8) for H ∈ HY =< Ti, pir > due to the
previous considerations. On the other hand, Xi(δˆb) = xi(#b)δˆb and
τ−1(Yi)(eˆb) = (γ
−1(Yi)γ)(γ
−1eb) = x
−1
i (#b)eˆb.
Since η(Xi) = τ
−1(Yi) and ε : q → q
−1, t → t−1, the relation holds for all
τ−1(Yi). Hence it is always true (the η-images of τ
−1(Yi), Tj , pir generate the
whole H ).
The second statement follows from the first, since ε = τητ−1 and τ acts as
conjugation by the Gaussian γ. The multiplication by δγ on the delta-functions
leads exactly to the coefficients from (5.9) (see (3.23)).
Assertion b) is nothing else but the calculation of the Fourier transform of
the nonsymmetric polynomials up to a common factor. The Fourier transform
from [C3,C4] induces ε on the operators (it is a defining property). Hence it
is proportional to β (cf. [C4] using Corollary 5.4 below). This construction
also establishes a connection of the representations of the affine Hecke algebra
in C[X] and that in functions on I\G/K (see the end of Section 3). Both
representations can be defined p-adically and look very similar. However it
seems that a natural connection of these two representations exists only at level
of the q, t-theory (the question was suggested to the author by D. Kazhdan).
Corollary 5.3. The coefficients of the polynomials
∏
[α,j]∈λ′(pib)
(
1− qjαxa(t
ρ)
)
eb,
∏
[α,j]∈λ′(pib+ )
(
1− qjαxa(t
ρ)
)
pb+ ,(5.11)
q(b,b)/2
∏
[α,j]∈λ′(pib)
(
1− qjαtαxa(t
ρ)
)
eˆb(5.12)
belong to Q[q±1, t±1ν ].
Proof. We use (4.7) for the symmetric polynomials pb+ .
Corollary 5.4. For b ∈ B, b− = ωb(b) ∈ B−, and
δγ from (3.23 ),
eˆb(#) = eˆb(t
−ρ) = δγ−1(pib) = t
(ρ,b−)q−(b,b)/2.(5.13)
Proof. It follows immediately from the Main Theorem of [C4] and (5.7).
We will outline a direct reasonning which also gives another proof of the eval-
uation formula for nonsymmetric polynomials.
Let us start with the following symmetric, non-degenerate pairing from
[C4] on f, g ∈ Cq,t[x]:
[[f, g]]0 = {Lf¯ (g(x))}(#),(5.14)
x¯b = x−b = x
−1
b , q¯ = q, t¯ = t,
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where Lf is from Proposition 4.1. The corresponding anti-involution is the
composition ϕ = ε∗ = ∗ε, sending Xi → Y
−1
i and preserving Ti, q, t (1 ≤ i ≤
n):
(5.15) [[H(f), g]]0 = [[f, ϕ(H)(g)]]0, H ∈ H.
Similarly, we can define the symmetric pairing
[[f, g]]1 = {(γ
−1Lf¯γ)(g(x))}(#), where(5.16)
[[H(f), g]]1 = [[f, ψ(H)(g)]]0 for ψ = τ
−1ϕτ = ∗η = η∗,
and the same action H(f) = Hˆ(f). The claim is that for the standard pairing
{ , } from (3.22),
(5.17) [[f, g]]1 = {f, ζ(g)},
where ζ is a Cq,t-linear counterpart of χ:
ζ(
∑
b
ubeˆb) =
∑
b
ubδˆb for ub ∈ Cq,t.(5.18)
Indeed, the anti-involutions corresponding to both pairings fix all Tj, pir.
Let us rewrite (5.16) as follows:
[[f, g]]1 = {(Lf¯ (γg(x))}(#) = {(Lϕ(γ)(f¯ )(g(x))}(#).(5.19)
Recall that γ is normalized by the condition γ(#) = 1. We do not give a formal
definition of ϕ(γ). Anyway ϕ(γ)(eb) = γ(#b)(eb) as it is for polynomials
of Y . Therefore [[eˆb, eˆc]]1 = γ(#c)eˆb(#c)eˆc(#). Since it also coincides with
{eˆb, δˆc} = eˆb(#c), we come to the required formula.
Using the same argument, we can get interesting recurrence formulas for
the values of eˆb. A typical example is the following
Corollary 5.5. Let as assume that (αj , c + d) = −(αj, b + d) for 0 ≤
j ≤ n, c, b ∈ B. Then
eˆb(#c) = {eˆb, δˆc} = {eˆb′ , δˆc′} = eˆb′(#c
′),(5.20)
where b′ = sj〈b〉, c
′ = sj〈c〉.
Following the same lines, we will calculate the norms of eˆb. Actually we can
use again the Main Theorem from [C4], since the coefficient of proportionality
eb/eˆb has been already known. However the construction below establishes an
important direct connection with µ1. This can be deduced from [C4] as well
but in a more complicated way.
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Theorem 5.6. For b, c ∈ B and the Kronecker delta δbc,
〈eˆb, eˆc〉0 = 〈δb, δc〉−1 = δbcµ
−1
1 (#b)
= δbc
∏
[α,j]∈λ′(pib)
(t1/2α − qjαt−1/2α xa(tρ)
t
−1/2
α − q
j
αt
1/2
α xa(tρ)
)
.(5.21)
Proof. We claim that
(5.22) 〈f, g〉0 = 〈ζ(f), ζ(g)〉−1, where f, g ∈ Cq,t[x],
for the map ζ from (5.18) (or χ from Corollary 5.2, doesn’t matter). We
represent pib = pirsjl . . . sj1 (see (5.6)),
eˆb = (pirG
cl
l . . . G
c1
1 )〈〈1〉〉, δˆb = (pirG
cl
l . . . G
c1
1 )(δˆ0).
Then we use the relations G∗j = Gj , pi
∗
r = pi
−1
r , γ
∗ = γ−1:
〈eˆb, eˆc〉0 = 〈eˆbγ
−1, eˆcγ
−1〉0 =
〈γ−1, Gc11 . . . G
cl
l pi
−1
r (eˆcγ
−1)〉0 = 〈 1, G
c1
1 . . . G
cl
l pi
−1
r 〈〈eˆc〉〉 〉0,(5.23)
〈δb, δc〉−1 = 〈δ0, G
c1
1 . . . G
cl
l pi
−1
r (δc)〉−1.(5.24)
Now (5.22) is obvious since ζ leaves {Gcj , pir} invariant and 〈1, 1〉0 = 1 =
〈δˆ0, δˆ0〉−1.
Here we can replace 〈 , 〉0 by any scalar product on polynomials providing
the ∗-invariance and the normalization 〈1, 1〉0 = 1. Indeed, G
c1
1 . . . G
cl
l pi
−1
r 〈〈eˆc〉〉
can be linearly expressed in terms of proper eˆa. Because different eˆb are pair-
wise orthogonal, (5.23) equals the coefficient of eˆ0 = 1 in this expression.
Proposition 5.7. a) Given c ∈ B, let us assume that the infinite sums
for the scalar products 〈δ eˆa,δ eˆb〉1 are absolutely convergent for any B ∋ a, b  c.
Then
〈δ eˆa,
δ eˆb〉1 = 〈1, 1〉1〈eˆa, eˆb〉0, B ∋ a, b  c.(5.25)
b) We suppose that |q| 6= 1, qjαxα∨(ξ) 6= tα for all [α, j] ∈ R
a
+ (cf. (6.9 )),
and c = c− ∈ B−. The necessary and sufficient condition for the absolute
convergence of 〈δ eˆa,
δ eˆb〉1 for all a, b above is as follows. Setting
ti = q
ki
i , c+ = w0(c−) ∈ B+, rk =
n∑
i=1
kibi, ℜ(rk) =
n∑
i=1
ℜ(ki)bi,
where ℜ is the real part,
2ℜ(rk) + c+ − c− =
n∑
i=1
piai s.t. R ∋ pi < 0.(5.26)
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Proof. The first part results from the above remark. The convergence is
checked similar to [Ito] (use (4.11)). Given an arbitrary c ∈ B, the products
〈δ eˆa,
δ eˆb〉1 are absolutely convergent if and only if
2ℜ(rk) + w(a− b) =
n∑
i=1
pi(a, b, w)ai, where pi(a, b, w) < 0.(5.27)
for all B ∋ a, b  c, w ∈ W . The set {w(a − b)} is especially simple when
c = c−. In this case w(a−b) ≤ c+−c−. Since the latter difference also belongs
to this set, we come to (5.26).
The value of the constant 〈1, 1〉1 is directly related to the Aomoto conjec-
ture (see ibid.) recently proved by Macdonald [M4]. It can be also calculated
by means of the discretization of the shift operators from [C2]. One arrives at
simple relations connecting 〈1, 1〉1 for k and k − 1 and then can proceed as in
[O1] (the differential case).
Replacing µ by its W -symmetric counterpart (due to Macdonald)
(5.28) µ′ = µ
∏
a∈Ra
+
(1− x−1a )(1− tax
−1
a )
−1,
we can introduce µ′1 = µ
′/µ′(1) following (4.10) and µ′0 = µ
′/〈µ′〉0. Then
providing the conditions from b),
〈pa+ , pb+〉
′
1 = Aξ〈pa+ , pb+〉
′
0, Aξ =
∑
d∈B
µ′1(q
dξ),(5.29)
〈f, g〉′1 =
∑
d∈B
µ′1(q
dξ)f(qdξ)g(qdξ),
〈f, g〉′0 = 〈µ
′
0(x)f(x)g(x
−1)〉0.
The coefficient of proportionality Aξ is right from the Aomoto conjecture. The
proof is based on (5.25) and Proposition 4.2 from [C2]. Both forms make the
L-operators (see (4.9)) self-adjoint. These pairings work well for symmetric
polynomials f, g only but have some merits because the summation is over B
and it is not necessary to conjugate q, t, ξ. Here we also should assume that
f, g are “real” with respect to this conjugation (pb+ are real).
We note that our approach generalizes the calculation of the norms of
Opdam’s nonsymmetric polynomials from the same W -orbit [O2]. He used
the intertwiners too but only non-affine ones (in the differential case). There
are quite a few papers on Jackson integrals of the q-polynomials. Mostly they
are one-dimensional. Let us mention a recent work [StK].
6. Induced and co-spherical representations
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We return to the case of general ξ. In this section we treat q, tν , ξi as
nonzero complex numbers. The delta-functions δwˆ will be considered as char-
acters of C[x] using the pairing (3.22):
δbw(xa˜)
def
= xa˜(bw) = q
k+(a,b)xw−1(a)(ξ), where a˜ = [a, k].(6.1)
They form the W b-orbit of δ1 = ξ. Different δwˆ can coincide for certain q, ξ.
We will identify them in this case.
From now on q is not a root of unity. This hypothesis is necessary and
sufficient to make the stabilizers W bξ (uˆ)
def
= {wˆ ∈W b, δwˆuˆ = δuˆ} finite for all uˆ.
We will also assume that there exists a primitive character ξo = δuˆo such that
W o
def
= W aξ (uˆo) is generated by the elements from S
o def= W o ∩ {s0, · · · , sn}.
It means that W o is the Weyl group of the non-affine Dynkin graph Γo ∈ Γa
(not necessarily connected) with So as the set of vertices. The existence of the
primitive character in theW b-orbit of ξ always holds true for rather general q, t
(say, for degenerate double Hecke algebras below). We denote the non-affine
Hecke algebra corresponding to Γo by Ho. Adding {Xai , si ∈ S
o} to Ho one
gets the affine Hecke algebra HoX , which will be considered as a subalgebra of
H.
The functional representations Fξ and ∆ξ can be introduced using the
same formulas if
xα∨(ξ)q
j
α 6= 1 for all α ∈ R, j ∈ Z.(6.2)
All δwˆ are linearly independent (W
o = {1}) and the pairing with V0 remains
nondegenerate in this case. Functional representations can be defined without
imposing (6.2), but we will not discuss it here.
An H-module I is co-spherical if it contains no submodules V 6= {0} such
that all HY -invariant homomorphisms ω : I → C vanish on V . By the HY -
invariance, we mean that
ω(Tj(v)) = t
1/2
j v, ω(pir(v)) = v for 0 ≤ j ≤ n, r ∈ O, v ∈ I.(6.3)
We will consider only modules where the set {ω} contains not more than one
element adding this to the definition of co-spherical modules. Generalizing,
the invariance condition (6.3) can be introduced for any character of HY . The
corresponding extension of the results below is straightforward.
The module ∆ξ is co-spherical. Indeed, ∆ξ ∋ f posses only one invari-
ant homomorphism ω(f) = {1, f}. There are no H-submodules V such that
{1, V } = 0, because V0 is H-generated by 1 and the pairing { , } is nondegen-
erate. We also note that ∆ξ is isomorphic to ∆ defined for any characters δwˆ
taken instead of ξ. The corresponding map is the right multiplication by wˆ
(δuˆ → δuˆwˆ).
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Let us figure out when the X-induced representations are irreducible and
co-spherical. The definition is standard (see e.g. [KL]). The induced repre-
sentation Iξ is the universal H-module generated by the element vξ such that
Xi(vξ) = ξivξ. As an HY -module, it is isomorphic to HY with the left regular
action (vξ is identified with 1 ∈ HY ). Hence, there exists only one invariant
HY -homomorphism ω. It sends Tj → t
1/2
j , pir → 1 after the identification.
Theorem 6.1. a) The module Iξ is irreducible if and only if
xa˜(ξ) 6= t
±1
α for all α˜ = [α, k] ∈ R
a
+, a˜ = α˜
∨.(6.4)
Irreducible Iξ are isomorphic for ξ from the same W
b-orbit (and only for such
characters).
b) The module Iξ is co-spherical if and only if
xa˜(ξ) 6= t
−1
α for all α˜ ∈ R
a
+.(6.5)
If (6.5 ) holds then induced modules associated with characters δwˆ satisfying the
same inequalities are isomorphic to Iξ.
c) Under the same condition, Iξ contains a unique nonzero irreducible
submodule Uξ. It is co-spherical (i.e. has a nonzero ω). Any other irreducible
constituents are not co-spherical. An arbitrary irreducible co-spherical module
possessing an eigenvector with the character δuˆ (i.e. belonging to the W
b-orbit
of the ξ above) is isomorphic to Uξ.
Proof. The statements are parallel to the corresponding affine ones. They
result from the irreducibilty of the simplest induced modules with the charac-
ters {1, . . . , 1} by means of the technique of intertwiners. See [KL] and the
papers [Ro], [C5,C8]. We will mainly follow [C5].
Let us first renormalize Φ from (2.12),(5.1) to avoid the denominators:
Φ˜j = Tj(Xaj − 1) + (t
1/2
j − t
−1/2
j ), 0 ≤ j ≤ n,
Φ˜uˆj = Φ˜j(uˆ) = Tj(xaj (uˆ)− 1) + (t
1/2
j − t
−1/2
j ), uˆ ∈W
b.(6.6)
The corresponding Φ˜wˆ are well-defined and enjoy the main property of the
intertwiners (2.14). The multiplication on the right by the element Φ˜uˆ(wˆ)
(which belongs to HY ) is an H-homomorphism from the module Iwˆ ≃ HY
into the module Iwˆuˆ. Here Iwˆ is the induced representation corresponding to
the character xa → xa(wˆ
−1) = δwˆ−1(xa). Similarly, if v is an X-eigenvector
corresponding to δuˆ then Φ˜
uˆ
wˆ(v) is that associated with δwˆuˆ.
We will use some general facts about eigenvectors and induced representa-
tions (see [C5], Proposition 2.8, Lemma 2.10). They are based on the following
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definition of the spaces of generalized eigenvectors:
INξ (δuˆ)
def
= {v ∈ Iξ, (Xi − xi(uˆ))
N (v) = 0 for N ∈ N},
I∞ξ (δuˆ) = I
N
ξ (uˆ) as N →∞, I
N
ξ (uˆ)
def
= INξ (δuˆ).(6.7)
The spaces {I∞ξ (uˆ)} are finite dimensional and Iξ = ⊕I
∞
ξ (uˆ) for pairwise dif-
ferent characters δuˆ.
More generally, H-modules I such that I∞(µ) are finite dimensional and
I = ⊕I∞(µ) for all characters µ of C[x] constitute the category O (see [BGG]).
All irreducible modules possessing X-eigenvectors belong to this category. If
I∞(µ) 6= {0} then I1(µ) 6= {0}. Each I 6= {0} contains at least one nonzero
irreducible submodule.
The first application is that the set of all eigenvalues (i.e. the characters
associated with X-eigenvectors) of Iξ is exactly {δwˆ} for any ξ. Indeed, if
sufficiently general ξ′ tends to ξ then I∞ξ (δuˆ) is exactly the image of the direct
sum of I∞ξ′ (δuˆ′) over all δuˆ′ → δuˆ.
If uˆo is primitive, then
I∞ξ (uˆo) = H
o ⊂ HY .(6.8)
This space is an induced HoX-module, corresponding to the trivial character
{Xai → 1, si ∈ S
o}. Moreover it is irreducible and contains a unique X-
eigenvector that is 1 ∈ Ho. The proof of the last statement requires some
technique (see Lemma 2.12 from [C5]). Using this, we see that the dimension
of the space I1(uˆo) for primitive uˆo is not more than one for any submodules
and subquotients (constituents) I of Iξ.
Let us check a). If xa˜(ξ) = t
±1
α for some α˜, then there exists wˆ ∈W
b such
that the operator of the right multiplication by Φwˆ(1) has a non-trivial kernel.
Hence I1 = Iξ is reducible. Let us assume that inequalities (6.4) hold true.
All the elements Φ˜uˆj ∈ HY are invertible. Applying them to vξ we can
get an eigenvector vo corresponding to δuˆo . The latter generates the whole Iξ
since we can go back to vξ using (Φ˜
uˆ
j )
−1 in the opposite order. Hence we can
assume that uˆo = 1.
If Iξ contains an H-submodule V 6= {0}, then there exists at least one
X-eigenvector v ∈ V (any vectors from Iξ belong to finite dimensional X-
invariant subspaces). A proper chain of the intertwiners applied to v will
produce a nonzero eigenvector v′ξ corresponding to δ1 = ξ. It is proportional
to vξ, since it has to belong to H
o (see above). Hence v generates Iξ, and
V = Iξ.
Let us come to b). If xa˜(ξ) = t
−1
α for a certain α˜ ∈ R
a
+, then using a chain
of invertible intertwiners we can replace vξ by an eigenvector v ∈ Iξ associated
to δwˆ such that xj(wˆ) = δwˆ(xj) = t
−1
j for some index 0 ≤ j ≤ n. Therefore we
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can assume, that ξj = t
−1
j . Then ω = 0 on the nonzero H-submodule
IξΦ˜
1
j = (t
1/2
j − t
−1/2
j )HY (1− t
−1/2
j Tj).
From now on, ξ will satisfy (6.5). Applying the chains of intertwiners
corresponding to reduced decompositions of elements wˆ to 1 = vξ we will get
nonzero eigenvectors corresponding to all δwˆ. Moreover, ω is nonzero at all
of them. Let us check the latter. Indeed, xaj (uˆ) = xuˆ−1(aj)(ξ) 6= t
−1
j in all
intermediate
Φ˜uˆj = Tj(xaj (uˆ)− 1) + (t
1/2
j − t
−1/2
j ),
since uˆ−1(aj) are positive. However ω vanishes after the application of such
Φ˜uˆj only for such values.
We can always pick a primitive character ξo = δuˆo satisfying the same
inequalities. It will be called plus-primitive as well as the corresponding eigen-
vectors. The above argument gives more for the ξ = ξo. Since the eigenvector
1 ∈ Iξo is of multiplicity one in H
o = I∞ξo (δ1), then
Φ˜wˆ(I
∞
ξo (δ1)) = I
∞
ξo (δwˆ).
Really, the dimensions are the same and the image of 1 is nonzero, since it
belongs to any X-submodules of I∞ξo (δ1). We note that this argument works
for any ξ once we know that the corresponding eigenvector is simple.
Thus all eigenvectors of Iξo are exactly the Φ˜-images of 1 (in particular,
they are simple), and ω is nonzero at them. If Iξo contains a submodule where
ω vanishes, than the latter possesses at least one eigenvector. It is impossible
and Iξo is co-spherical.
To go from Iξo to Iξ, we need the following general lemma, where all the
modules are from the category O (we will apply it to subquotients of induced
representations).
Lemma 6.2. Any submodule V of co-spherical module I is co-spherical.
If here V 6= {0}, then I/V is not co-spherical. There exists a unique irre-
ducible nonzero submodule U ⊂ I. A module with at least one HY -invariant
homomorphism ω 6= 0 posseses a unique nonzero co-spherical quotient.
Proof. The first and the second claims readily follow from the definition.
If there are two irreducible submodules U,U ′ ⊂ I, then co-spherical U is con-
tained in the co-spherical Uˆ = U ⊕ U ′ ⊂ I. Hence Uˆ/U ≃ U ′ couldn’t be
co-spherical (cf. Lemma 2.7 from [C5]). The last statement is obvious as well.
The kernel of the homomorphism to any co-spherical module contains (the sum
of) all submodules belonging to Ker(ω). It cannot be bigger because of the
second assertion.
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Let us check that Iξ is co-spherical. There exists a map Iξ → Iξo sending
vξ = 1 to an eigenvector of Iξo with ξ as the eigenvalue. Here and further, all
maps will be H-homomorphisms. Since Iξo is co-spherical, the kernel of this
map belongs to Ker(ω). For every δwˆ, there exist at least one eigenvector in
Iξ apart from Ker(ω) (we have already established this). Hence the image of
Iξ contains all eigenvectors of Iξo and is surjective. Since the spaces I
∞(µ) for
fixed µ have the same dimensions in all induced modules with the characters
from the same orbit, this map has to be an isomorphism. It also proves that
all co-spherical modules (from the same orbit) are isomorphic.
As to c), the lemma gives the uniqueness of the irreducible submodule
Uξ and that there are no biger modules (all of them are co-spherical) with
co-spherical quotients. Any co-spherical irreducible module U containing an
eigenvector with δuˆ as the character is the image of a surjective homomorphism
Iuˆ → U . We again use the universality of the induced representations. On the
other hand, we can map Iuˆ to Iξ (since the latter contains an eigenvector
corresponding to δuˆ). The image will be co-spherical. Therefore this map goes
through U (the last claim of the lemma) and U is isomorphic to Uξ.
Corollary 6.3. Imposing conditions (6.2 ), an arbitrary module ∆ξ is
isomorphic to the module Iξo for plus-primitive ξo. In particular, it is generated
by any eigenvector with the character satisfying (6.5 ). For instance, ∆(−ρ) =
∆t−ρ (Proposition 3.3 ) is generated by δw0 = t
ρ for the longest element w0 ∈
W and ∆# is the unique irreducible submodule of ∆(−ρ), provided that t is
generic.
Proof. There exists a nonzero homomorphism Iξo → ∆ξ. Since both are
co-spherical it has to be an isomorphism.
Invariant forms. There are examples when co-spherical irreducibles exist
but there are no co-spherical induced representations at all (say, for negative
integers k). So the theorem does not cover all of them (even if the orbit contains
a primitive character, which is always imposed). The following theorem makes
the picture more complete and will be used to endow irreducible co-sperical
representations with ∗-invariant forms.
Theorem 6.4. a) Let us assume that there exists a character ξ′ ∈W b(ξ)
satisfying the condition dual to (6.5 ):
xa˜(ξ
′) 6= tα for all α˜ ∈ R
a
+.(6.9)
Then Iξ′ has a unique nonzero irreducible quotient Uξ′. It is co-spherical. Other
irreducible constituents (subquotients) are not co-spherical and do not contain
eigenvectors corresponding to ξ′.
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b) All Iξ˜′ are isomorphic to Iξ′ for the characters ξ˜
′ satisfying (6.9 ) and
W b-conjugated to ξ′. Otherwise Iξ˜ has an irreducible quotient that is not co-
spherical. The eigenvectors of Iξ′ are simple. An eigenvector generates Iξ′ (and
Uξ′) if and only if its character belongs to {ξ˜′}. Any co-sperical irreducible
representation U with a character from the orbit of ξ′ is isomorphic to Uξ′ .
Proof. Primitive characters satisfying (6.9) will be refered to as minus-
primitive. They always exist in the orbit of the character ξ′ (satisfying (6.9)
and conjugated to a primitive one). The same terminology will be used for the
corresponding eigenvectors. Actually Iξ′ are counterparts of spherical induced
representations from the theory of affine Hecke algebras. So we can follow [C5]
closely.
Let v be an X-eigenvector of an irreducible co-spherical U with the char-
acter δuˆ. Starting with v, we can construct the eigenvector v1 = Φ˜
uˆ
j1
(v) with
the character δuˆ1 for uˆ1 = sj1uˆ, then v2 = Φ˜
uˆ1
j2
(v1) and so on, till we get minus-
primitive v′ = vl associated with some ξ
′
o. As in Lemma 2.13 from [C5], the
values
xj1(uˆ), xj2(uˆ1), . . . , xjl(uˆl−1)
can be chosen avoiding t−1jr (1 ≤ r ≤ l).
Let us check that v′ 6= 0. Otherwise vr 6= 0 in this chain for some r and
0 = vr+1 = (tjr − 1)(Tjr + t
−1/2
jr
)(vr), where tjr 6= −1.
However U = HY (vr), since vr is an eigenvector and U is irreducible. Hence,
ω(vr) = 0 and ω(U) = 0, which is impossible.
This gives a surjective map Iξ′o → U . It establishes an isomorphism be-
tween Ho = I∞ξ′o (δ1) and U
∞(ξ′o) because the first is an irreducible H
o
X-module
(or since the eigenvector 1 is simple in Ho). Thus the kernel of this map (and
any its subquotients) cannot contain ξ′o-eigenvectors. Hence U is a unique
irreducible quotient of Iξ′o .
By the way, here the combinatorial part can be simplified a bit. We can
finish with v′ associated with any primitive character. Indeed (cf. the proof of
Theorem 6.1, b)), it has to satisfy (6.9) because otherwise we can construct a
quotient of Iξ′o which contains no ω 6= 0 (use a proper intertwiner).
Vice versa, if ξ′o is minus-primitive then Iξ′o has a unique irreducible quo-
tient Uξ′o (it holds true for all primitive characters). On the other hand, it
has a unique (nonzero) co-spherical quotient V , which contains a co-spherical
irreducible submodule U . It is a quotient of a proper Iξ˜′o
. Due to [C5], Lemma
2.8, the latter is isomorphic to Iξ′o (any primitive eigenvectors are connected
by invertible intertwiners). So we get a nonzero homomorphism from Iξ′o onto
U , which results in V = U and U ≃ Uξ′o.
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To establish the necessary isomorphism without any reference to [C5] and
check the remaining statements of the theorem it is convenient to apply The-
orem 6.1 for the character of HY sending
Ti → −t
−1/2
i , pir → 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ n, r ∈ O.
The modules under consideration become co-spherical for this character.
First, it gives that all eigenvectors of Iξ′o are simple and can be obtained
from 1 by the intertwiners. However now once the intertwiner is not invertible
its image belongs to Ker(ω). Second, all Iξ′ satisfying (6.9) are isomorphic to
Iξ′o (and to each other). Moreover, all eigenvectors in Iξ′o corresponding to ξ
′
are connected with 1 by invertible intertwiners (and only them). Then if an
irreducible constituent of Iξ′o contains an eigenvector associated with ξ
′ then
Iξ′o maps through Iξ′ onto it. Hence it can happen for Uξ′o only.
Let us assume that both plus and minus-primitive characters ξo, ξ
′
o belong
to the orbit of ξ. Then Uξ ≃ Uξ′ (since they are unique co-sperical irreducible
constituents) and moreover the first contains the whole I∞ξ (ξ
′). The modules
Iξ0 , Iξ′o are dual to each other in the following sense. Given a module I =
⊕I∞(µ) ∈ O, we combine the anti-involution ⋄ from (3.18) with the natural
anti-action of H on the
(6.10) I⋄
def
= {f ∈ Hom(I,Cq,t) s.t. f(I
∞(µ)) = 0 for almost all µ}.
We claim that I⋄ξo ≃ Iξ′o .
First of all, U⋄ξo ≃ Uξ′o . Indeed, they have the same set of characters and
coinciding dimensions of the spaces of generalized vectors (it is true for any
dual modules). Hence U⋄ξo can be covered by Iξ′o . However the latter has a
unique irreducible quotient which is just Uξ′o. The map ν : Iξ′o → I
⋄
ξo
sending
1 to an eigenvector corresponding to ξ′o composing with the map I
⋄
ξo
→ U⋄ξo is
obviously nonzero. The latter map is a dualization of the embedding Uξo ⊂ Iξo
(Theorem 6.1). Similarly, the module I⋄ξo has a unique nonzero irreducible
quotient. Hence ν is surjective and has to be an isomorphism because the
dimensions of the spaces I∞(µ) are the same for Iξ′o and Iξo (their characters
are from the same orbit).
Corollary 6.5. In the setup of Theorem 6.4, the module Iξ′ possesses
a unique (up to proportionality) ∗-invariant form in the sense of Proposition
4.1,a). Its radical R is exactly the kernel K of the map Iξ′ → Uξ′ from Theorem
6.4. The restriction is a unique (nondegenerate) ∗-invariant form on Uξ′.
Proof. Any Iξ′ can be considered as a limit of a one-parametric family
of proper Fξ˜′ ensuring the same inequalities ξ˜
′. Therefore Iξ′ has a nonzero
∗-invariant form. If R is less than K, then Iξ′/R contains an irreducible sub-
module V 6≃ Uξ′ . All generalized X-eigenvectors with the characters not from
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V belong to its orthogonal compliment V ′. Since V has no eigenvectors asso-
ciated with ξ′, the image of 1 belongs to V ′. A contradiction. The uniquiness
of the ∗-invariant form on Uξ′ follows from the irreducibility.
Provided (6.2), we claim that Iξ′o ≃ Fξ for minus-primitive ξ
′
o from the
orbit of ξ (cf. Corollary 6.3). Indeed, one can map Iξ′o into Fξ and replace ∆ξ
by Iξo for plus-primitive ξo. Then the pairing { , } can be extended to Iξ′o×Iξo.
The right radical (⊂ Iξo) has to contain Uξo (the smallest irreducible) if the
resulting pairing is degenerate. However it is imposible because the image of
Iξ′o in Fξ contains Uξ′o ≃ Uξo as a constituent. We see that the above corollary
generalizes the calculation of the radical of the form 〈 , 〉1 on Fξ for ξ = t
−ρ.
We also note that Corollary 5.2 ,b) (which is almost equivalent to the
Main Theorem) readily follows from the theory of co-spherical representations.
Applying ε to V0 one gets an irreducible and X-co-spherical representation (it
possesses ω 6= 0) with t−ρ as an eigenvalue. Hence it is isomorphic to Utρ ,
which in its turn is isomorphic to ∆# (for generic t).
Proposition 6.6. a) Given a finite dimensional irreducible HX-module
U let as assume that
1 6= qjaxa˜(ξ) 6= t
±1
α for all α˜ ∈ R
a, Z ∋ j > 0,(6.11)
where ξ is any eigenvalue of U (does not matter which because they are W -
conjugated). Then the induced H -module MU = Ind
H
HX
(U) is irreducible.
b) Any irreducible H -module M posessing an X-eigenvector with the
eigenvalue W b-conjugated to ξ from (6.11 ) is induced from its irreducible HX-
submodule U generated by an eigenvector with the character from W (ξ). Such
a submodule U is unique (if the orbit W (ξ) is fixed), MU ≃MU ′ ⇒ U ≃ U
′.
Proof is close to the proof of the irreducibility from Theorem 6.1. The
left hand side inequality gives that M∞(ξ) = U∞(ξ) for M = MU , where
(see (6.7)) by M∞(ξ) we mean the space of all generalized eigenvectors in M
associated with a character ξ. Indeed, it is true for Iξ and for the induced HX-
module IXξ = IndC[X]
HX (ξ) instead of M and U . However Iξ and I
X
ξ cover
M,U naturally (the same holds for the spaces of generalized eigenvectors).
Once the coincidence is true at ∞-level it is valid for all levels. In particular,
M1(w(ξ)) = U1(w(ξ)) for any w ∈W . This argument also gives that
U = ⊕ζ∈W (ξ)M
∞
U (ζ).(6.12)
Given b ∈ B and w ∈W ,
(Φ˜ζpib)
−1(M1(pib(ζ)) = M
1(ζ),
where Φ˜ζpib = Φ˜pib(ζ), ζ ∈W (ξ).(6.13)
We follow the notations from (6.6) and use the invertibility of Φ˜
w(ξ)
pib in the space
M1(w(ξ)) (or even inM∞(w(ξ))) thanks to the right hand side inequality. The
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elements {pib(ζ)} constitute the whole orbit W
b(ξ). Any nonzero irreducible
submodule of M has at least one X-eigenvector for a character from the orbit
W b(ξ). Due to (6.13) it generates the whole M .
An arbitrary irreducible M posessing an eigenvalue W b-conjugated to
ξ from (6.11) can be represented as MU where U is any irreducible HX-
submodule of M with an eigenvalue from W (ξ). The existence of U results
from the same formula (6.13). Moreover U can be reconstructed uniquely as a
submodule of M by means of (6.12). Therefore M ≃M ′ ⇒ U ≃ U ′.
Let us discuss the structure of MU upon the restriction to HX , provided
(6.11). First of all, MU = ⊕Jc,ζ where c ∈ B−, ζ runs over a fixed set of
representatives of W (ξ)modWc for the centralizer Wc of c in W ,
Jc,ζ = ⊕ξ˜M
∞
U (ξ˜), ξ˜ ∈W (c(ζ)).(6.14)
All {J} are HX-submodules. Their structure can be described as follows:
Jc,ζ = ⊕ωΦ˜ω(U˜c), U˜c = Φ˜c(Uc),
Uc
def
= ⊕ξ′U
∞(ξ′)), where ξ′ ∈Wc(ζ),(6.15)
{ω = ω−1b , b ∈W (c)} = {ω ∈W, λ(ω) ⊂ {α ∈ R+ s.t. (α, c) < 0}}.
Here the intertwiners Φ˜ω, Φ˜c are invertible because c = c− = pic and (α, c) 6= 0
for all α ∈ λ(ω). The space Uc is a module over the subulgebra Pc of HX
generated by {Ti, si(c) = c} and C[X]. So does U˜c. Indeed, to apply Φc means
to replace the action of Xj by that of q
(c,bj)Xj for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n, sj(c) 6= c
without changing {Ti}.
Finally, Jc,ζ is isomorphic to the representation of HX induced from the
Pc-module U˜c. Its irreducibllity is equvalent to the irreducibility of the Pc-
module Uc. The simplest example is the decomposition of V0 as anHY -module.
It was considered in [C4] (formulas (3.15)-(3.17)).
Summarizing, in the case of generic q the classification of irreducible rep-
resentations of H is not far from that in the affine case. If all tν coincide then
we can use directly the main theorem from [KL] and moreover try to general-
ize it to arbitrary q. The latter seems to be quite possible because H has a
natural K-theoretic interpretation due to [KK] and more recent [GH],[GKV].
The list of finite groups which are expected to appear in the data (see [KL])
can be rather complicated.
Appendix. Degenerate double affine Hecke algebras
The theory of induced and co-spherical representations is very close to
that of the degenerate ones. On the other hand, the degenerate case is not self-
dual, which makes quite different induced (basic or functional) representations
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associated with C[x] and C[y]. To connect them (as we did many times in the
paper) one needs to go to the difference theory.
Let us fix κ = {κν ∈ C, ν ∈ νR, η ∈ C} and introduce a linear function
ρκ on [a, u] ∈ R
n ×R setting ρκ(aj) = κj for 0 ≤ j ≤ n. As always, aj = α
∨
j .
We will also need a κ-deformation of the Coxeter number: hκ = κ0 + ρκ(θ).
The degenerate (graded) double affine Hecke algebra H′η is algebraically
generated by the group algebra C[W b] and the pairwise commutative
ya˜
def
=
n∑
i=1
(a, αi)yi − uη for a˜ = [a, u],(A.1)
satisfying the following relations:
sjya˜ − y{sj(a˜)}sj = κj(a, αj), 0 ≤ j ≤ n,
pirya˜ = ypir(a˜)pir, r ∈ O.(A.2)
Without s0 and pir we arrive at the defining relations of the graded affine
Hecke algebra from [L] (see also [C8]). It is a natural degeneration of the
double affine Hecke algebra when q → 1, t→ 1 (see below).
We will use the derivatives of C[x]: ∂[a,u](x[b,v]) = −(a, b)x[b,v]. Here the
sign is minus to make the definition compatible with (1.2). We note that
w˜(∂b˜) = ∂w˜(b˜), w˜ ∈W
b.
Theorem A.1. a) Taking b˜ = [b, v] ∈ Rn ×R, the following family of
the operators
y˜b˜
def
= ∂b +
∑
α˜∈Ra
+
κα(b, α)
(X−1α˜∨ − 1)
(
1− sα˜
)
+ ρκ(b˜)(A.3)
is commutative and satisfies (A.2 ) for η = −hκ.
b) Their non-affine counterparts
y[b,v]
def
= ∂b +
∑
α∈R+
κα(b, α)
(X−1α∨ − 1)
(
1− sα
)
+ ρκ(b)− v,(A.4)
are pairwise commutative and satisfy (A.2 ) for η = 1 and the group
W˜ b
def
= W⋉BX , where BX = {Xb, b ∈ B}.
The group BX acts naturally in C[x].
Proof. The first statement is from [C7], where the convergence problem
is managed in full detail (the difference version also exists). Presumably it
is a good starting point for the harmonic analysis in the Kac-Moody case at
critical level. The second claim is essentially from [C8]. Since it can be easily
deduced from the difference theory, we will outline the proof.
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Setting
q = 1 + h, tj = q
kj
j , κj = 2kj/νj ( i.e. tj = q
κj), Yb = 1 + hyb,
let us tend h to zero ignoring the terms of order h2 (without touching Xb, κj).
We will readily arrive at the relations (A.2) for yb with the constant η = 1.
The formula for yb is exactly (A.4).
The formulas for the intertwiners of H′ = H′1 generalize those for the de-
generate (graded) Hecke algebras (see [L] and [C5,C8]) and result from the
limiting procedure. One can use them to create the Opdam and Jack poly-
nomials (the Macdonald ones in the differential setup). Starting with Φ from
(2.12), it is necessary to apply the involution ε and then tend t→ 0:
Φ′i = si −
κi
yai
, Φ′0 = Xθsθ +
κ0
yθ + 1
,
pi′r = Xrω
−1
r , for ai = α
∨
i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, r ∈ O.(A.5)
The operators pi′r in the case of GLn (they are of infinite order) play the key
role in [KS].
Due to [C5], Corollary 2.5, the intertwiners always lead to Lusztig’s iso-
morphisms [L]. It gives that the algebras H and H′ are isomorphic after proper
completion for generic q, t in the sense of [L] (for formal parameters) or in the
sense of [C5] (in the category O).
The theory of the degenerate induced and co-spherical representations is
very close to what we did in the q, t-case. It is somewhat simplier because any
characters are conjugated to primitive ones. The y-induced representation Jξ is
generated by v such that yb(v) = yb(ξ)v for the character ξ : C[y1, · · · , yn]→ C
in the above notations. It is co-spherical if and only if
− κα − 1− Z+ 6∋ ya(ξ) 6∈ κα + Z+, a = α
∨ ∈ R∨+.(A.6)
As for irreduciblity, the inequalities have to hold for ±κα instead of κα. The
proof remains the same.
We note that this paper mainly follows the same lines as the p-adic theory
(although many properties of the double affine Hecke algebras are brand new).
Probably the most interesting point is that our methods (essentially p-adic)
work very well in the differential theory via the semi-classical limit. Since the
latter is a generalization of the classical harmonic analysis in the zonal case, we
have a new foundation for the Harish-Chandra theory of spherical functions.
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